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Terror morons
THE police’s apology over the “Allahu
Akbar” cry before a mock terror attack is a
gutless surrender to political correctness.
Cops have been cowed by dim, dangerous idiots unable to admit the simple
reality that Britain’s main security
threat is from Islamist murderers.
The staged assault was meant to be by
“a Daesh-style organisation”, another
term for IS. Rightly so. Who else but IS
and al-Qaeda pose us such a threat?
In whose name but Allah’s do they kill?
And what are they indoctrinated to
shout before slaughtering innocent people, as one did in Munich yesterday?
“Allahu Akbar” is a harmless phrase
among ordinary Muslims. It’s also the
final shout of every IS psychopath.
One peacenik whined that “we need to
move away from stereotypes”. The cops
should have laughed in her face. Instead
they said sorry for “linking the exercise
with Islam”. How pathetic. Of course
they were linked. Why wouldn’t they be?
Yesterday Trevor Phillips, ex-head of
the Equality and Human Rights Commission, bravely attacked those too
right-on to face up to the repugnant fascism of a minority of Muslims in the UK.
The hang-wringing clowns who attacked
police for linking an IS-style massacre
with Islam are part of the same problem.

Extremely daft
FEW tactics are more likely to turn undecided referendum voters towards Leave
than for a Remain politician to insult them
as “extremists” for considering it.
Labour’s Alan Johnson let slip the
smug contempt for Leave voters held by
so many metropolitan lefties.
If they ever left their bubble they
might grasp the widespread antipathy
to Brussels among many moderate,
intelligent people on both left and right.
And it is especially idiotic to call THEM
extreme . . . while hysterically predicting
World War Three if Britain exits the EU.

Aid for crooks
DAVID Cameron is right to brand Nigeria
and Afghanistan “fantastically corrupt”.
But why is Britain still giving these
crooks hundreds of millions in “aid”?
Nigeria is meant to spend it tackling
terror. It doesn’t. Afghanistan is a cesspit of institutional criminality.
If the PM knows how casually they
embezzle British taxpayers’ money, it is
obscene that he doesn’t just pull the plug.

Sack saboteurs
THE saboteurs trying to scupper the new
school SATs must be identified and fired.
Doubtless they will be martyrs to
those, like the unions, who oppose any
Tory measures to improve education.
But tougher SATs are a key step in raising
standards. We should welcome them.
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AFTER PM’S WORLD WAR THREE THREAT
THE moment for the British
people to define their
character for the 21st
Century came when our
Prime
Minister
David
Cameron
invoked
the
threat of World War Three.

He
was
at
the
British
Museum, surrounded by an
assembly
of
ambassadors
arriving in their limousines.
Could anything have been
more ridiculous?
The claim was erroneous.
The history false. The venue
ludicrous. The virtual absence
of British voters farcical.
Churchill’s famous V sign
was usually done with the
palm facing outwards to a real
enemy. I expect the British
people
to
turn
the
palm
inwards in derision and make
a crude V sign to this speech.
When leader of the opposition Cameron used to claim he
was the “heir to Blair”. A comparison truer by the day.
Both treat us with contempt.
Blair took us into a war,
incompetently handled the aftermath and was removed by
his MPs. Cameron threatens us
with a war, incompetently handles the referendum and is
resented by his MPs.
The prime reason why we
were on the winning side in
the First and Second World
Wars was that we were a
proper self-governing country
with a Parliament that made
its own laws, traded worldwide
and when faced by a military
invasion of our friend and ally
could decide for ourselves how
to respond.
We had not embraced “isolationism” as Cameron claims
then. Nor had we turned “our
back on Europe”.

We say THIS
NO WORDS . . .
Churchill in 1942.
Below, PM giving
speech at museum

Long-past battles
As members of Nato and a
permanent member of the UN
Security Council, we will not
become isolationists nor cease
to be Europeans in 2016 if you
vote for the UK to leave the
EU on June 23.
We fought in 1914 and in 1939
from the outset with other
European countries. We had
allies in the Dominions who
came in early with troops.
Also in America whose forces
came across the Atlantic from
1917 and again before D-day in
1944. They were all crucial to
our success and the US, with
the Canadians, were the forerunners of Nato in 1949.
Last week I spoke in Toronto
and
Ottawa
stressing
how
within Nato I hoped we could
together with France create the
hard rapid-reaction peacekeeping force at the disposal of the
UN that Canada has championed for decades.
With the French aircraft carrier and two British aircraft
carriers being built we can
always have one capable of
instant deployment worldwide
with
crack
troops
trained
together in Nato.
That is the modern 21st Century world we can build.
There is no need, like Cameron, to look back at long-past
battles: Marlborough’s at Blenheim, Nelson’s at Trafalgar or
Wellington’s at Waterloo.
Let alone to say that Churchill would not have voted for
Brexit.
Eminent historian Andrew
Roberts has torpedoed this talk
of what Churchill might have
done by recalling a visit to
Churchill in hospital by
Field
Marshal
Lord
Montgomery in 1962.
Monty “found the old
man still smoking a
cigar
and
with
a
whisky in hand ‘protesting against Britain’s
entry into the Common
Market’.”
Roberts
believes
he
would have been pro
Britain leaving the
EU.
I do not profess to know,
but
gut
instinct tells
me that what
he said as
Prime Min-

to Cam’s stupid
‘stay in EU’ plea
By THE RT HON
LORD OWEN
ister nearing retirement in May
1953 is highly relevant today:
“We are not members of the
European Defence Community,
nor do we intend to be merged
in a federal European System.”
What more can Cameron
throw at us? What will be the
next unsubstantiated claim he
will pull out of the hat to try
to scare the British public?
If he truly believes in the
serious claims he is making,
then he must be judged not
just as reckless but irresponsible in calling for the
referendum in 2013 in
the first place.
Only a few months
ago he was claiming he
was willing to walk
away from the re-negotiations and be ready to
recommend
the
UK
should vote to leave the
EU. What new facts
have
emerged
since?
Were the
heads of
our Security
Services
asked

for
a
written
independent
assessment? Were the Ministry
of Defence asked for an assessment? We are entitled to know.
The German government has
just delayed a defence publication about a military headquarters for an EU defence force
which it was thought would
arouse controversy in the UK
over further steps towards a
European Army.

‘Scratch my back’
That is no figment of the
imagination, except for it relying on double-counting Nato
force numbers.
We have had strong criticism
from the US about EU defence
which is seen by America as
damaging to Nato.
Yet still President Obama
came over during our referendum campaign, but rather than
the support for Remain going
up it had the opposite effect.
Now we have more politicians lined up to tell us why
we should stay in the EU.
These names are collected by
No10 worldwide on behalf of
the PM. Protocol ensures most
of the “great and the good” toe
the line and endorse his
request. Why? Because there is

a trade union of Heads of Government! You scratch my back
I’ll scratch yours.
The Five Presidents Report,
authored by the heads of the
EC, European Parliament and
other such bodies, is another
set of proposals delayed until
our referendum is over.
We
know
it
will
urge
Europe-wide elections of at
least the President of the Commission and probably the President of the European Council,
the job Tony Blair wanted and
strangely lobbied Hillary Clinton for her help in getting.
Meanwhile
reform
and
restructuring of the Eurozone
is only cosmetic.
After our referendum, however, pressure will mount for us
to eventually become part of a
United States of Europe, giving
up what little independence we
still retain. For that is where
the EU is heading.
Do not vote remain in the
belief you are voting for no
change and the UK can continue on as we have done for
the last 16 years on the fringes
of the Eurozone.
There are massive changes in
the pipeline in Brussels awaiting the aftermath of our vote
and if we vote to remain they
will
claim
that
as
your
endorsement.
Vote leave on June 23.
l Lord Owen was Britain’s youngest-ever Foreign Secretary and
also served as co-chairman for
five years on the EU peacekeeping
mission in the former Yugoslavia.

